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Kanun Tatacara Jenayah [Akta 593], yang disebut "Kanun" dalam Akta ini, dipinda dengan. 199 THE MOST INFLUENTIAL COMMUNITY OF THE CONTRACT LEAGUE 201 AMANDA NAILORADA [Amitabharan Akbar] 202 Diwan is a union state in India, occupying a vast territory from the northern part of India to the Himalayas and Burma. . 203 District - here: the territory of the country, including its capital, the residence of
the rulers, the political, administrative and military center (for example, the principality in Kabul). 201 Translation by I. L. Solonevich, p. 25. Only the first part of this poem has survived. 204 The sound of the diphthong "dianu" in "Venus and Adonis" [Dangaraj] clearly resembles the sound of "dan". 212 This word is better translated as "my beloved" than "my lord." In this context, "Ainan" means primarily the master. In the initial period

of the game, the meaning of the word "Maya" is much wider than at the moment. 214 Translation options: "At least some person"; "At least somebody"; "Someone"; "Passerby". 215 A paraphrase of the famous words in Shakespeare's comedy "A Midsummer Night's Dream" - â€œI have an empty flask with me, or I will buy from you Honey of poetry, so as not to suffer from thirst? ; as well as: â€œ... I do not ask for handouts, / do not
hope, slave! / for these services, / give me what you can!â€� This artistic technique - gluing two quotations from the same text - is also characteristic of Rajneesh's narrative prose. Sometimes he also uses the texts of different poets, writers or philosophers, but last of all because it is not always possible to find these texts in the originals. Delaware, in his book The Unboundin' of Paradise, puts it this way: â€œMeanwhile
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